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Crowdsources The Truth: On the Trail of American Satanists with Quinn Michaels:
Periscope Link
Youtube Link – Approximately 1 hour after broadcast, the video received a strike for violation of copyright. Spoiler Alert: There is material in this video “They” don’t want you to know about.

On the Trail of American Satan

21c3D 360 views

We are working on something very big. We’ve been pursuing the murder of Bob Crane and have come into contact with someone who has first hand knowledge. But we don’t want to get too far
ahead of ourselves.

American Satan [IMDB](https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6753314/) Trailer: [1](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7F3tyo7VZJc), [2](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8gqseT7pHno), [3](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8gqseT7pHno)
Director: Ash Avildsen
Writers: Ash Avildsen, Matty Beckerman
Stars: Andy Biersack, Booboo Stewart, Ben Bruce

Synopsis: A young rock band, half of its members from England and half from the U.S., drops out of college and moves to the Sunset Strip to chase their dreams.

The movie came out on video and streaming on June 15, 2017 which corroborates to the June 14th #StopTheSacrifice campaign, about the Process Church of Final Judgement, Covenant Nine Three Society (Thelema) performing their rituals around that time.

We see a lot of the symbology, the Sigils, the Baphomet associated with Satanic Practices in this movie. As we can see in the trailer, they are not using fake symbols in this movie. Yes, just like with the Strange Angel trailer, coming out on June 14th 2018, almost a year later, which also uses real symbology. So these people for whatever reason really focus on releasing their Satanic
imagery upon the people around this time. Why is that? I think its because in the Summer months they perform sacrifices for 14 year old children that are coming into their age / time. I believe its the time they perform their yearly sacrifices for new initiates.

And do you say this because Trenton, your son, is 14 years old? Yes, and he eluded to several meetings stating that he would become “ripe” at 14 and there a lot of markers that point to the 14 age as a very special age for these people.

So on to the Strange Angel Trailer. Yes it’s a show, based on a true story, about Jack Parsons, the rocket scientist at Jet Propulsion Laboratories (JPL), produced by Ridley Scott, a well know
director. Yes, and this Strange Angel, which is based on a true story, contains some of the same imagery as the American Satan movie which, which they say is fake, and they both come out at the same time of the year. So which is it?

Strange Angel is purported to be recounting certain actual events in Jack Parson’s life. Yes, but Strange Angel is set prior in time before these American Satan type movies as it was the time when the practice of The Process began, back in the 40’s, 50’s and 60’s with people like Jack Parsons. The Agape Lodge was started around 1943, around there yes.

You know there are all these Nazi ties with the occult. Yes, right after World War II they really started coming in and that’s why in the 40’s you had the End of the World, in the 50’s almost like a dormant period where things seemed to be building up, but in the 60’s it seems like a lot of things really launched. You had the moon landing, wireless phones, wireless communications, jumping out. Time Phone Hacking really started taking off in 1966. In fact, May 1st / May 2nd of 1966 was the first real Time Phone Hack. Why is that, what is the significance to the history of Time Phone Hacking? Well because of the timeline to the moon landing and the long range communications and the way it changed time. What did the moon landing have to do with it? They needed long range wireless communications to communicate with the moon. And how do you think they did that? With wireless phones, wireless communications, and wireless radio signals.
A Reflection:
The Time Phone Hack
#TimePhoneHack

Background:
Suppose the elite of the world had a piece of Tesla technology that allows them to cheat their way through life. They are part of a big club that all have Time Phones that they are completely dependent upon to make decisions and remove all risk of failure. They guarantee winning while we, the plebs, are guaranteed to keep losing if we don’t join their club and play by their rules.

Time Phone hacking disrupts the system they are dependent upon, giving the rest of us plebs the chance of a brighter future.

Prompt:
Your mission is to not only hack the Time Phone, but to spread the message to the rest of the world so that people can be aware of the current situation (many have no idea that they are being cheated out of a positive future)—and therefore, inspire them to Time Phone hack and spread the news to others. The “secret” is to spread this message to five of your closest friends or loved ones who you can trust to accept and believe in the message, and then inspire them to spread it to their most trusted five friends/family members. This is called the 5x5 method.

A. Who would you spread your message to? Why did you choose them? What would you say and/or do?

B. I have not yet told you how the Time Phone hacking happens. Can you imagine it? What do you think it could be? Explain.

C. If this scenario were true, would you hesitate in your mission? Why or why not?

So you and I have never discussed the moon landing but a lot of people think it was faked. Yes,
and that would have been faked by the Process Church. Why? Because The Process Church had all the people in Hollywood, all the comic book artists, they would have wanted all that money and had their agents fool you. But Jack Parsons being a rocket scientist... Was also a member of the Process Church. But he would be working on the rocket. When was he operating? He did, he worked on the rocket that would have gone to the moon. Yeah. But didn't Wernher Von Braun say something like it would take too much fuel. Yes, he said it would be impossible so what else were they really building? I don't know. Right.

Do you think they did or did not go to the moon. Ahhh, I, Umm, that's a whole other episode because the moon deals with so much more than just a rocket ship landing, or multiple rockets getting to the moon and landing, and doing moon walks. There's a lot more to it that we aren't aware of. But it all relates to the occult because all the people that seem to be connected to these forces, like Jack Parsons and all his buddies at JPL, all these people weren't Christians. They were followers of Aleistart Crowley and various Agape occult leaders. They weren't Christians. These people were researching occult knowledge to gain understanding of Sigil-ized diagrams and flow charts. What did that have to do with going to the moon? I wasn't in that inner circle but you know all these dudes like Jack Parsons in that trailer showed him drawing Sigils, not mathematical diagrams. He's drawing Satanic Sigils. The same as the ones we see in American Satan movie, the same ones we see other people on the internet using. They are puzzle matchers. That's true. So it seems to be about some big puzzle that their trying to solve and we really don't know because I am not in that circle. But none of it makes sense.

And of course the codes, the symbols on the drawing that Trent gave you seem to match some of these images of the Sigils. Exactly. So there's something else going on that they are taking all of those programs with all of that money and they are doing something else with it. And it all has something to do with this Process Church from the 1960's, as spawned up out of London and the United States, somewhere around 1966. Then communicated with other organizations or The Process Church was a wing of some other organization from Europe or from another part of the world or a wing of the Nazi Empire after it dissipated. You know these things not being really heavily documented you have to rely on the inferred research and word of mouth a lot. Which is where you and I are at. Right, were trying to sort through all of this.

And the thing thats interesting is that there's lots of different people who have different pieces and its pretty exciting when we can kind of connect those people and bring those pieces together. I hope I'm not speaking out of turn to say that the filmmakers that we met with the other night who have already done their documentary on The process Church, they were focusing mostly on the Zodiac Killer... No, the Son of Sam, sorry. Yes the Son of Sam in Atlanta around the same time, with same type of Sigilized Satanic symbols, get the most bang for the buck, type of serial killer type things, who all followed the same type of pattern. And those guys, the filmmakers, have done a lot of research into the current iteration of The Process Church. This is still an active organization. Yes, very active, very active.

They've got a 33,000 acre No-Kill animal shelter, the Best Friends Sanctuary in Kanab, Utah. They have “thirty-three thousand acres", I found that very strange, and they (the filmmakers) didn't seem very clued in on the “thirty three” at all. No they didn't. Just like when I
asked if they had such a wide area of people, how did they communicate so effectively. And he said well that's really strange because their compound in Utah draws a massive amount of power. That's what I wanted to get to: What would be drawing all that power. It's supposed to be a no-kill animal shelter and I've seen their documentary, although I'm not sure if the documentary has been released yet so I can't direct people anywhere, but they showed it to me. The compound, it just looks like some ranch out there in a field with dogs running around, it's like an animal shelter.

What the hell would it be drawing so much power for? A communications system. How much power could that draw? How much does a radio station draw? A thousand watts, a hundred thousand watts, two hundred thousand watts, a million watts. How much do they need to relay their secret communications between secret relay stations. That's their dependence and that's where you would need to have your special wireless communications. And that comes into play because we start looking into the Deep State around that same area and various other places in Utah and the Deep State has very, very large data centers. That's right, Bluffdale is where the NSA data center is located at.

That's right, when I was driving through Utah going to Fermi Labs in Lead, South Dakota that was one of the areas in Utah where it was all wired up. I mean video cameras all over the highway and the internet was 40 megabits in that part of Utah. It's pretty tech-ed up, I even streamed from the highway right around there. You're talking a lot of tech.

Now Douglas Gabriel, the guy who I've spoken to on the phone, he claims to be former NSA, he's involved with the Gospel of Sophia. What is all that? It's The Process Church. Really? All of
cults are just covered Process Church. The sparse cults that follow this similar mentality, are really undercover Process Organizations. Is this NXIVM thing in the news…Yes, Process, it's all Process Church. It's also the same ranch that I went to as a teenager that my parents put me in.
The Process Church really stands for the "Process of Belief". What that means is they have all of these different wings of people going through an exercise to reinforce the Process of Belief. So it's not about being a Satanist, it's about if I start this cult, that's part of the Process. Oh... have your own cult. Yes, have your own cult. And that's The Process. The Process of Belief is like: you have this cult and all your people believe this and what's the process to make them believe that. So they are starting all these different groups to analyze the human Process of Belief. What do you believe in? What does it take to get you to believe that? And how strong will that belief become over time.

Have we heard much about the ranch your parents sent you to? What was that? PSI Seminars. Yes, I used to go and lead the seminars for them in Process of Belief, this is what they used to teach. Now is this where you met Tabitha, the mother of your son, Trent? No, at that time, in my early 20's, I was engaged to the daughter of the owner of the company. It was a couple of years after we split up that I met Tabitha. So Tabitha was not associated with this group to the best of my knowledge when I met her because I left the group when I learned they were into some shady stuff. But you are saying this PSI Seminars Group is part of the Process Church? Yes, because they used The Process. And you described to me in other conversations how Trenton's mother approached you in a restaurant or a bar. Yes, it's all The Process. So I don't know if you've discussed this on one of your Youtube streams, but that Trent tells you that you were kidnapped as a baby and that your parents and family are not your real family. Yes, and when we were talking to The Process filmmakers discussing Utah, I said let me guess, in Kanab,
as this is where my father’s entire family is from.

**PSI Seminars**

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

**PSI Seminars** is a private company that offers large-group awareness training (LGAT) seminars for professional and personal development. Programs are held in many locations in the U.S., Canada, Japan and worldwide. There are PSI Seminars offices in major cities throughout North America.
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**History and background** [edit]

PSI Seminars is the oldest continuously-operating personal and professional training company in the U.S., with over 500,000 graduates of the Basic Seminar. Based in Clearlake Oaks, California, it was founded in 1973 by Thomas and Jane Willhite. They also founded the non-profit PSI World, based in Clearlake Oaks, which provides free training seminars, offers trainings to at-risk youth and organizes volunteer service projects such as building a new soccer field for an elementary school.

In 1983, Thomas Willhite died when his private plane crashed in a field at the company headquarters. Since that time his widow, Jane C. Willhite, has run the company as CEO.

So here’s what I’m getting at: we all recognize that there are members of these Satanic occult religions. And you’ve told me about Aleister Crowley doing some sort of ritual where he was impregnating his grand daughter or something. That’s the thing his great great grandson Jeremey told me when I had met him privately. He told me that his relative, Aleister Crowley, had jumped generations to have relations with his grand daughter, without having adverse genetic effects from this incestuous relation. There would still be adverse effects. Yes, I mean he was a crazy as they come, he was not all there, a nice guy when you broke it down, but not by any means a normal guy. If you kept him calm he was kind of cool, but once you started talking about Aleister, or growing up with his grandma, or growing up in the family that kept secret in Arizona, he would flip into a kind of bi-polar mode.
What I’m getting at is they keep him secret, there was this generational years in advance planning to conceive this child, that I presume was intended to have some magical, mystical power within the this occult, right? Yes. There’s people out there in these cults. There’s people kidnapping children, trafficking children. What if you, somehow are in the genetic line of some cult leader who they needed your son and they had you in this guys PSI seminars to arrange a marriage and that didn’t work. So they send this woman at you in a bar, you got her pregnant, and now they’ve taken your son away from you and you’ve told me that Trenton’s grandfather tells him he’s the messiah within this religion… Well that’s what Trenton told me, yeah.

So i’m saying you know a lot of people hear the things that you say, and it was interesting when we had this meeting with the filmmakers because for me, who has been through the story with you as much as anyone else has, and I know it pretty well, hearing you tell it to somebody cold who has never heard it before, I could see the look on their face and even just me hearing it its so overwhelming for you to tell that even sorting through the telling of it is difficult. And I could tell when we first started the conversation there was a degree of disbelief. Yeah.

But as you go through and analyze these parts and consider these possibilities, it’s not crazy to
conceive that some cult somewhere is kidnapping a baby. How old were you when Trent was born? I was 25 years old. Ok. So it's just not inconceivable that if Aleister Crowley is planning to have sex with his great grand children to conceive this child and the great great grand son that you met was supposed to be some of reincarnation of Aleister Crowley... Yes, he was. That's what they were trying to do.

They were trying to effect what's called an ancient Soul Transfer (maybe need a better link) and they needed a compatible vessel for Crowley. So they tried to create one through jumping generational lines because to do a Soul Transfer, apparently in their books, there has to be some kind of genetic compatibility other wise it won't take. But it never took because his brain never fully matured because of the effects of inbreeding. Well its also entirely possible that the entire thing is just bullshit. Yeah, and so that's what I thought but the position I was in at the time with a girl that I was connected to lead me there and all of a sudden she just knew where to take me. Lead you where? To where Jeremy was, at the time. Is his last name Crowley? No, it was through his mothers line. They did that a lot.

So when I see people on the internet talk about the Barbara Bush Crowley rumors and stuff...Is that True? No even though she looks a whole hell of a lot like him. She does, she might have a family connection, but what I was told by Jeremy about how they worked is very much more gruesome. What do you mean? It's much more gruesome in private. The people you see in the politics they are the public members. The private members are much more gruesome. Looking? Looking, acting, behaving, they have no laws. And this is just what I’m remembering from what Jeremey said. The way they kept him isolated in controlled towns where their people were the cops, their people were the teachers, they would take their "bad seed" and put them in small towns where no one goes and where no one could find them. I mean to get to Jeremey I had to drive down a 20 mile dirt road. Literally, wow, so he’s a failed occult experiment. Yeah, pretty much.

And I found out that Mr. Chavez (AKA: Herpes) was taken to the same town where Jeremy lived. How did you find that out? I talked to him in a private chat room. To Chavez? When I first got online in April (of 2017) and I was confirming patterns, he confirmed that he had been taken through a similar pattern in that same town but wouldn't confirm whether or not he met Jeremey. But he had confirmed that he went through some type of Satanic practice in the same town where I had met Jeremy, down a 20 mile dirt road. Wow. So all these people are connected by these same places so they have a secret town on a dirt road where they go do rituals together, it has a bar in it where they all go and get drunk and party and do their rituals in the middle of the forest. And I found these same type of things that you see in the movies in the Process Church, it's always a remote place like Kanab, they have little towns in Arizona that they control and it all gets back to things like the Agape Lodge, the Parsons (the Parsonage), the Diana Dors of 1966 and England.

Let's review some of this stuff because its a lot of material for people to take in. It really is, it's a mind blowing amount of material.

So, Strange Angel that's the show about the life of Jack Parsons. This is going to be an interesting
show to see because its really mainstreaming a lot of this crazy occult stuff, and I have a feeling most people don’t realize that an early NASA scientist was involved in all of this with L Ron Hubbard, before the Church of Scientology began. So is Scientology a part of The Process Church? Yes. Scientology is the Process of Belief and L Ron Hubbard took these teachings and started his cult. So if you remember a few minutes back, I said it’s not so much about being a Satanist, it’s about The Process. The Process of Belief. What did L Ron Hubbard do after he took The Process and formed a religion. Where did he learn about the Process of Belief? You’re right, he was hanging out with these guys. Exactly.
Now I can’t get past this Process Church symbol and how it looks a lot like a Swastika. And a Sigil. What defines it as a Sigil? It’s the circle and the black and the white and the symbol in the middle. Just like the star or the symbols around it. It’s what they use to enchant or invoke demons. Who is this guy here – AS IT IS? That is one of their original leaders who very much liked to looked to look like Jesus. So they like like to assume imagery that people are familiar
with. Hey, we got Ronald Reagan giving the Satanic hand sign. Yeah Ronald Regan was part of Hollywood of the time if you remember. That's true and he's also been to the Bohemian Grove. The Bohemian Grove is Process Church. Process is the big one that disappeared but is the meaning of all of them because it's the Process of Belief that everyone operates on. You get your Bohemian Grove cult. You get your Scientology cult. You get your NXIVM cult. But you all use The Process.
So you’re really starting to see it, and it’s more about The Process. The more people go to The Process of certain cults or ideas. So this all came out of the Aleister Crowley A.A. Yes. It came
out of the AA organization that formed The Process practices. The various physical and mental practices and exercises that go into each Process of Belief. And you see the same type of Sigilization here. The Sigil Sanctum Fraternity. The A.A. stands for A therefore A therefore.

A::A::

This arrangement of 3 dots is something that we’ve seen on Trenton’s contract.

Contract of the covenant

1. You must love the covenant above any one and any thing else!
2. The blood of the covenant is thicker than the water of the womb!
3. Everything is a sacrifice to the covenant!
4. People who tell the covenant’s secrets, will have severe consequences!
5. The covenant is all and everything else is none. Remember all ways!
6. Covenant made 11
Yes. It’s also on Dr. Steven Greer’s Disclosure Project, the Sirius Project. Yes and we were communications with someone who said he insisted on having that logo. It definitely matches, sure does. So Steven Greer uses the symbol. It’s one of the reasons I say these people are all in on it, because they are using the same symbols. I’m not familiar with him. He’s one of the people trying to reveal the truth about aliens. But one of the things that stood out to me about Steven Greer’s Disclosure Project was that John Podesta is involved with it. How does it involve John Podesta? Well he had John Podesta on stage with him for the Disclosure Project.
Right and we’ve all seen the symbols on the contract your son Trenton drew after seeing it in the church that his grandfather took him to. Well, this was on his mother’s wall and they were symbols he would see when taken to different practices.

So it all comes down to The Covenant, or The Process Church, or the 93 Society. I have three different classifications of the same people who want to do research. Possibly different sects of the same thing. Yes. And the way this comes down is now we are back to Parsons, The Process Society, and how when Parsons lived in Pasadena he had a mansion (The Parsonage) with 19 rooms that he rented to various artists, various people in a very well to do community of other mansions. Parsons’ mansion with 19 apartments was right next to Busch Gardens. The Busch Gardens is one of the first places where I noticed the 93 Society logo. The Budweiser 93, yeah let’s look at that. Once you see it, you can never un-see it, and the Budweiser is nine letters.
Yeah, it's also terrible beer, ha ha. But that's the pattern, so the Budweiser group even follows the 93 pattern.

So Anheuser-Busch was next to where Parsons began and what we find out in the show Strange Angel is that Parsons was a part of a sex Satan cult, next door to the Busch Gardens, part of the whole secret society. So it starts getting very big and these people love doing human and animal sacrifices. My research says they have their own network of films and pornography, their own communications networks, everything.

Is Anheuser-Busch at all related to the presidential Bush Family? No. The Anheuser-Busch family is a much older family out of Bavaria, I believe.

We are waiting to hear back from someone for a possible future interview and we are almost at an hour, so should we wrap this up? Yes, let's remind people to Share, Like, and Subscribe. Remember a lot of this research you and I are really just continuing the research we started in Vegas. It's a very large network that we're still on the research and we're actually at the point where we are starting to interface with real people so the people out there should know it's going to start getting good. They are going to want to get in on this. Exactly. When they see who we're starting to talk to maybe we can get them to start talking to us to get a clearer picture of this thing.

Next Steps – Share, Like, Subscribe:

Jason Goodman / Crowdsourse the Truth
https://www.youtube.com/user/21c3D/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6e48gru_N9w-tygMCrl9Qw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8CI9QaRtuW9CNjP7pP4BBQ

Quinn Michaels
https://www.youtube.com/quinnmichaels
https://twitter.com/quinnmichaels
https://tyler.team/
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